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What’s New At Dyed In The Wool

imagine what this feels like but this yarn has to be touched to be
believed. There is a beautiful little bolero pattern to go with it.
Lynda is enjoying knitting with it now.
Our Christmas Fingering weight yarn has arrived so those of you who
ordered it we have your put aside.

Just in time for BritSpin we received a wonderful
box of goodies from Alexandra. In the box were 4
ounce bundles of Mixed BFL and some Targhee,
Silk and Bamboo bundles. The mixed BFL is a
combination of light and dark blue faced leicester
which gives masterful shading during the dying
process.

The Rowan Mode Trunk Show will be with us from October 18th
through November 3rd. The garments are incredible and to give you a
small taste we can tell you that the Cabled Skirt, the Cowl Cardigan
the the Sleeveless Jacket will be a small part of the Trunk Show.

The Minimal Sweater from the cover of Rowan
Magazine 65 will begin on the 28th of September.
Cotton Glace comes in a beautiful selection of
colors and is perfect for a Spring and Fall
wardrobe.

Amanda from Lorna’s Laces will be with us on September 25th. The
response to this Wine & Design has been incredible so we are offering
two time slots; one at 2pm and the other at 7:30pm. If you haven’t
already signed up don’t wait too long. Wednesday is coming up fast.
We will end our Wine & Designs for this year with our Annual
Halloween Party on the 30th.

There are amazing colors in the selection of
Rowan’s Creative Linen that are just waiting to be
knitted into the stunning Cuggle. This sweater was
also featured in Rowan Magazine 65 and is perfect
for so many body types. What is better with Fall
coming than a soft cabled sweater to curl up in.
The One Sweater from The Fibre Company has
begun and the response is incredible. The count is
now at 43 and we already have three finishers.
Kim, Elizabeth and Susan have wasted no time and
have completed their projects. Kim brought hers
in last week after it blocked and the photograph
will be on the website. We will be creating a
special featured page on the website to show off
all these amazing creations in the fabulous colors
of The Fibre Company’s Cumbria.
Thank you
Daphne.
Sirdar has sent us the softest, fluffiest, cuddliest
yarn for Fall. It is called Bunny so you can just

Rowan Mode Trunk Show

A Wine & Design to Remember

Fairisle Knitting Anyone?
This month we will be exploring one of my favorite knitting techniques,
Fairisle. We will begin with the pretty Golden Pear Hat which I have
expanded into four different sizes. We will follow that up with the
Golden Pear Wristers worked on double point needles. The third class
in the series will be the Forget Not Mitts. The Golden Pear duo is
worked with Kenzie and the Forget Not Mitts are kitted up from The
Alpaca Company.

Cuggle
We really love this sweater. It has a super body line that suits every
body style. The yarn is Creative Linen which will wear beautifully and
get softer every time it is washed and worn. There will be a limited
number of places for this class.

BritSpin
Our team will be spinning their wheels and spindles from October 9th
through the 13th. We are really excited about this challenge and are
hoping to do well. Who doesn’t love an international challenge!

Visit Us Online at www.ditwpa.com

